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ABOUT ANNIKA BELLAMY  

  

Born and raised in Las Vegas, NV, Annika is your all  

American SoCal girl who loves her  

Dutch/Indonesian and European Spanish roots. 

Annika has been creating, writing and singing music 

for as long as she can remember. Now living in 

Southern California Annika loves creating and 

recording music that inspires others. Annika comes 

from a musical family. Her uncle was the guitarist  

and vocals in the 70’s band Redbone, and co-wrote 

the hit “Come and Get Your Love”.    

    
Breakout California Singer/Songwriter Annika Bellamy nails it with  

Sony Producer Vanderveer & her hit “Summer O’Clock”   and starting  

Jan 2020 Distributed Worldwide by SONY Orchard!    

  

Annika’s own rendition of “The Cure” Recorded on a laptop raw…   0   

  

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY      Paul Mitchell   –   JPMS   
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Annika is now working on a 

followup EP. Multiple Labels & 

Grammy producers have already 

expressed interest in co-writing, 

producing and recording Annika’s 

next 5 releases. She looks 

forward to working with talented 

producers and collaborating with 

other artists. "I really look 

forward to performing "Summer 

O'Clock" on the beach and at 

festivals!" said Annika.  

  

 

CONTACT INFO FOR BOOKING, PR, INTERVIEWS 

david@annikabellamy.com      702-340-7086  

Annika is organically the #1 singer/songwriter on ReverbNation where her music has  

been chosen for Curation. Her tone, style, natural beauty and wonderful personality  

has even caught the  attention of the #1 hair care products & philanthropic  

powerhouse Paul Mitchell, aligning themselves with Annika, making her their first  

young artist to be sponsored.   

  

SO CIAL MEDIA LINKS   

Instagram.com / AnnikaBellam y       Twitter.com/AnnikaBellamy   

Facebook.com/Bellamy.Annika       ReverbNation.com/AnnikaBellamy   

www.AnnikaBellamy.com   

  

Annika Launches Merchandise Store for 2020:   ANNIKA 202 0   
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